We track, in real-time, the position and posture of a human body, using a minimal number of six DOF sensors to capture full body standing postures. We use four sensors to create a good approximation of a human operator's position and posture, and map it on to our articulated computer graphics human model. The unsensed joints are positioned by a fast inverse kinematics algorithm. Our goal is to realistically recreate human postures while minimally encumbering the operator.
I

Background
Ideally, a virtual environment interface should be able to measure and recreate a participant's posture exactly. Rather than the traditional "disembodied hand" approach, we would like to generate a complete, realistically postured human image. However, the equipment needed to accurately track every body segment (or joint angle) of a human is costly and cumbersome. We face several questions: how closely must the virtual human's posture match the operator's, and how much information do we need to achieve this degree of realism?
As in other areas of VR, the degree of realism necessary depends greatly on the tasks we would like to perform (Zeltzer, 1992) . We have concentrated on creating an interface that will allow a human participant to perform basic tasks, using a minimal number of sensors to derive feasible, reasonably accurate postures. Three pieces of information are essential for our posture reconstruction algorithm: the participant's view vector, center of mass, and the location of the end-effectors the participant will use to interact with the virtual environment.
It is fairly obvious that the view vector needs to be accurate. If the synthesized view does not correspond to the participant's head motions, disorientation is inevitable (Held, 1990; Oman, 1990 Jack also provides a set of general constraints (e.g., point-to-point, point-to-plane) and the methods to solve them (Zhao & Badler, 1989) . Jack provides a set of behavior functions for human models (Phillips & Badler, 1991 Lateral bending is found from the difference in orientation along the z axis, axial twisting is found from the difference in y orientation, and flexion is determined from the difference in x orientation (Fig. 2) . Note that the "front" vectors in this figure indicate the front of the human. The target vector is sent directly to the model to simulate the approximate bending of the operator's spine.
•
Step 3: Now that the torso has been positioned, the arms can be set. Each arm of the figure is controlled by a sensor placed on the operator's palm. This sensor is used directly as the goal of a position and orientation constraint. The end effector of this constraint is a site on the palm that matches the placement of the sensor, and the joint chain involved is the wrist, elbow, and shoulder joint. We can optionally employ a collision avoidance technique at this point (Zhao 8c Badler, 1993) . This system manages constraints on the human body to prevent body segments from intersecting each other. This process slows the simulation down somewhat, but it is a useful tool when maximum realism is required.
Step 4: The figure's upper body is now completely postured so we can compute the center of mass. This site is projected onto the ground plane, and compared against the figure's support polygon (Fig.  1) . If the projection of this site is outside the support polygon, it is no longer balanced. The active stepping behaviors are used to compute new foot locations that will balance the figure. Leg motions are then executed to place the feet in these new locations (Phillips & Badler, 1991; Ko & Badler, 1993 (Azoula, 1993; Grosso, Quach, & Badler, 1989 ).
• Another problem present is sensor noise. We need better noise filtering algorithms, both for noise from the actual equipment, and noise from the human operator. Humans tend to twitch and oscillate at certain frequencies, and these could be filtered out.
• Our simulation will be augmented to allow the participant to interact more directly with the environment. Actions can be initiated with direct actions (e.g., press a button to grasp), or indirectly; for example, placing both hands in intersection with an object can be a cue for grasping (Zeltzer, Sturman, & Pieper, 1989) . Sound rendering will be used to add realism and to signal events, such as collisions or warnings (Takala & Hahn, 1992) .
Even at this stage of development, the virtual Jack model is proving to be a useful tool in fast, intuitive input of whole body posture and location with minimal sensing hardware. Our system provides a method of interacting with a virtual environment without encumbering the participant.
